
Opti-V™ Aquarium Kit GOSA-1957B

The magic of an aquarium 
without the maintenance.

Using amazing technology to render a virtual aquarium experience, 
the Opti-V Aquarium Kit offers a complete solution that is easy 
to install and makes a mesmerizing focal point in any room. Ideal 
for commercial installations including medical offices, lobbies and 
restaurants, the plug-in design and elegant aquarium cabinet make 
this an outstanding turnkey solution for any project.



Opti-V™ Aquarium Kit GOSA-1957B

Features
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Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

OMA-1957B Opti-V Aquarium Kit 187 / 85.0 781052 119772 1 yr 44-7/8 x 64-7/8 x 19-3/8 114.0 x 164.5 x 49.0 32.5 0.92

VFA2927P Opti-V Aquarium 63 / 28.6 781052 104785 2 yr 33-7/8 x 17-3/4 x 22-1/8 86.0 x 45.0 x 56.0 7.7 0.2

Sound
Bubbling of a real aquarium.

Virtual Fish 
High definition video and a  
three-dimensional illusion creates 
the soothing effect of a living 
aquarium.

Maintenance-free Operation
Eliminates the time and cost 
required to feed fish and clean 
the tank. 

Just Plug It In
Simply plug into any standard 
household outlet for instant 
ambiance. 

Sight and Sound Remote 
Includes a convenient remote 
with sound effect volume control.
 
Ultra-energy Efficient
Uses less than 100 watts for 
incredibly low-cost operation. 

Reduces Liability
Ideal for public spaces in 
commercial installations; meets 
the strictest building codes.

Cool-touch Glass
Glass remains cool making it  
safe for children and pets in  
any location.

Storage
Freestanding aquarium display 
with integrated storage and 
adjustable shelves, doors include 
magnetic push catches.

Specifications, finishes and dimensions are subject to change. †Limited warranty. ©2018 Glen Dimplex Americas SE-314-R02-082119
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